
 

Mental Cookies by Hanson Chien

Mental Cookies from Hanson Chien combine Oreos and Mentalism to create
unique and memorable routines. Your audiences will literally get to see their
thoughts transmitted into an Oreo, providing a visual moment that is sure to leave
a lasting impression on every audience.

While the possibilities of Mental Cookies are seemingly endless, you'll also
receive in-depth tutorials for 5 mind-blowing effects that allow you to take full
advantage of these high-quality gimmicks:

Photo Prediction
You take an Oreo out of a brand new package and hand it to a spectator and
instruct them to take a picture with it. When this picture is reviewed, the Oreo
reveals their selected playing card. In real life, the Oreo is a totally normal cookie
they can eat.

Thought Transmission
Spectator 1 thinks of a card and transmits that thought into the Oreo. Then, after
eating the cookie, Spectator 2 is able to impossibly reveal what card was initially
chosen.

Spectator Failure
You invite a spectator to split an Oreo in half--a feat they are able to accomplish
easily. However, you then hypnotize them and take away their ability to split the
cookie. They can try all they want. But, they won't be able to split the cookie
again until you lift the hypnosis.

Transposition
Two spectators hold Oreos in their hands. Spectator 1 then attempts to split the
cookie in their hands with a karate chop. However, their cookie remains whole
while the cookie in Spectator 2's hand is impossibly split in half.

Transformation
With a wave of your hand, the words on the Oreo magically transform into your
spectator's selected card.

"Mental Cookies" is beyond your imagination and is not limited to the five
effects. Once you eat it, you become a mentalist!
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